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Abstract
This paper considers a problem of fault detection, isolation and identification of its values in mechatronic systems
described by nonlinear dynamic models. To solve this problem logic-dynamic approach and special feedback by residual
signal is suggested. This approach consists of three main steps: replacing the initial nonlinear system by certain linear
logic-dynamic system, obtaining the bank of linear logic-dynamic observers, and transforming these observes into the
nonlinear ones. Logic-dynamic approach allows detecting and isolating faults in nonlinear dynamic systems by using the
linear methods for diagnosis in nonlinear mechatronic systems. Feedback of special form introduced in the observers after
the detection and isolation of faults. It is allows to determine the value of faults even in nonlinear systems with incomplete
observability. The results of mathematical simulation fully confirm the efficiency and high performance of the proposed
method.
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1. Introduction
One of the possibilities to improve the efficiency of operation of technical systems for critical applications it is
operative detection and localization of faults that may occur in elements and subsystems in the process of operation.
Timely detection, localization and identification of the values of these faults allow the use of fault-tolerant control
methods for the formation of specific control signals that allow to keep the most important characteristics of the system
in the presence of faults in it (possibly with a deterioration of the secondary characteristics).
Methods of technical diagnostics are commonly used for the detection and localization of faults. Some of the
most widely used methods use the concept of analytical redundancy. This concept presupposes the existence of two or
more ways of determining variables of the system. In this case, the diagnosis includes the steps of forming the residual
and decision-making. The residual is the result of a mismatch between the behavior of a real diagnosed system and the
behavior of its mathematical model (diagnostic observer).
Several methods for synthesis of diagnostic observers for nonlinear dynamical systems are known, including
those based on the differential geometric approach [4], the algebra of functions [5, 6], logic-dynamic approach [7, 8, 10]
and others [9, 11, 12, 13]. The first two allow obtaining the optimal solution with a minimum dimension of observer,
however, have a rather complicated process of finding a solution, because of complex analytical calculations. Logicdynamic approach does not guarantee a minimum dimension, but the process of finding a solution on its basis is quite
simple because of using of linear methods. The task of identifying the values of the faults on the basis of logic-dynamic
approach has been solved in [2] and [3], by introducing into the diagnostic observers the signal of feedback by the residual.
However, this approach is valid only for the case when the state vector of the diagnosing object fully observable and
diagnostic observers has the first order.
In this paper a special feedback by the signal of residual is introduced in the diagnostic observers obtained with
the logic-dynamic approach to solve the problem of identification of values of faults. It is allow getting an accurate
estimate of the faults occurring in multidimensional nonlinear systems, including in the case of partial observability of
the state vector of the object.
2. Model of diagnosed object
In general, non-linear multidimensional diagnosed object (DO) can be described by a model of the form:
x (t )  Fx (t )  B( x (t ), u(t )) + Gu(t ) + Ld (t ),

(1)

y (t )  Hx (t ),

where x  R n is state vector, n is dimensionality of DO, y  R m is output vector, u  R l is input vector, p-dimensional
vector d (t ) describes the errors occurring in the system because of the appearance of faults in it (in the absence of faults
all the elements of the vector are zero; in the presence of a fault corresponding element of the vector becomes unknown
function of time). F  R nn , G  R nl , H  R mn are known matrixes. B ( x (t ), u(t )) is a vector which determines a
non-linear part of the system. In this paper a case where each of the di elements of vector d(t) included only in one of the
equations of (1) is considered, which means that there is only one nonzero element in each of the columns of matrix
L  R n p .
The task of detecting faults and determining their values are invited to decide on the basis of logic-dynamic
approach (LDA) [1], which allows the construction of diagnostic observers using only linear methods. After synthesis of
the diagnostic observers, the special feedback must be introduced in them to ensure stability and to determine the value
of the faults occurring in the system.
The developed method provides a set of nonlinear diagnostic observers, each of which is sensitive to one of the
faults and invariant to the others. The output signals of observers are the values of the corresponding faults.
As a result of the well-known procedure of synthesis of diagnostic observers based on the LDA [1] k-dimensional
observer sensitive to one of the faults can be built in the following form:
x * (t )  F * x * (t ) + B * ( x * (t ), u(t ))  G * u(t )+Jy (t )

(2)

y * (t )  H * x * (t )

where x* is state vector of observer, y* is output signal of observer, F *  R k k , G *  R k l , H *  R 1n are matrixes
to be determined [1]. On the basis of the outputs of DO and observer following residual is generated:
r (t )  Cy (t )  y * (t )

(3)
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where C is m-dimensional vector.
The state vectors of DO and observer are associated by the matrix Ф  R k n [1], and, in the absence of a mismatch
between the DO and the observer (if r  0 ), satisfy the following equation:

x*  Фx

(4)

In case of any fault the residual (3) becomes different from zero, and the equation (4) is no longer fulfilled.
To solve the problem of identification of faults, consider how residual will change in the event of faults. After
differentiating the expression (3) taking into account (1) and (2) it is can be obtained:

r  CH( Fx  Gu  B( x, u)  Ld )  H * ( F * x *  G * u  B * ( x * , u)  Jy ) ,
r  CHFx  CHGu  CHB ( x, u)  CHLd  H * F * x*  H * G * u  H * B* ( x* , u)  H * Jy .
*
*
*
In view of this, as well as the known relations [1] G  ФG , CH  H Ф, ФF  F Ф  JH ,

it can be obtained:

r  H * ФFx  H * F * x*  H * JHx  H * ФB ( x, u)  H * B* ( x* , u)  H * ФGu  H * G* u  H * ФLd
r  H * ( F * (Фx  x* )  ФB ( x, u)  B* ( x* , u)  ФLd )

Denote the value of Фx  x* as a vector of mismatch of states of DO and the observer:

e  Фx  x *

(5)

Considering introduced vector, it can be obtained:
r  H * ( F * e  ФB ( x, u)  B* ( x* , u)  ФLd )

(6)

Consider the relationship of the vector of mismatch e with the residual r. In view of (3) it can be obtained:
r  Cy  y*  CHx  H * x*  H * Фx  H * x*  H * e

(7)

From [1] is known that:

0
0
F*  
...

0

0 ... 0 
0 1 ... 0 
,
... ... ... ...

0 0 ... 0 
1

H *  1 0 0 ... 0

(8)

Thus, taking into account the form of vector H* ,the residual r is the first element of mismatch vector e:

r  e1
Then, taking into account (6) and (7) it can be obtained:
e  F * e  ФB ( x (t ) , u(t ))  B* ( x* (t ), u(t ))  ФLd

(9)

From (9) it follows that the change of the mismatch vector depends on the element
ФB ( x (t ), u(t ))  B* ( x* (t ), u(t )) which characterizes the non-linearity of DO and observer. In the case of incomplete
observability of DO, state vector x and the value of the element ФB ( x (t ), u(t )) is unknown. It is making difficult
identifying of value of faults. In LDA observer constructed in way to compensate the effect of non-linearity in the residual
signal and ФB  B*  0 . However, this condition is fulfilled only when there is no mismatch between the state vectors
of DO and observer and e  0 . To determine the value of fault di which we are interested, feedback by residual signal
formed in such way to provide mismatch elimination even in the case of faults should be introduced.
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3. Introduction of feedback
After the introduction of feedback by residual signal in the observer his model assumes the form:
x * (t )  F * x * (t ) + B * ( x * (t ) ,u(t ))  G * u(t )+w (r )  Jy (t )

(10)

y * ( t )  H * x * (t )

where w (r )  R k is a vector specifying feedback by residual signal.
Taking into account the introduced feedback, change of the mismatch vector will be determined by the equation:
e  F *e  ФB ( x, u)  B* ( x* , u)  ФLd  w (r )

(11)

If formed feedback ensures that the equalities (4) and B* ( x (t ), u(t ))  ФB ( x* (t ), u(t )) are performed, nonlinearity in the
process of identification of faults will be compensated:
e  F * e  ФLd  w (r )

(12)

To ensure the sensitivity of observer to the fault di and the invariance of the rest, matrix Ф is constructed so that all the
columns of matrix ФL except ith were zero[1]. Since each column of the matrix L may have only one nonzero element,
in the matrix ФL will be only one element fk not equal to zero. Considering the form of the matrices F* and properties
of matrices Ф and L equation (12) can be written as:

e1  e2  w1 (e1 ),
e2  e3  w2 (e1 ),
e  e  w (e ),
3

4

3

(13)

1

...
ek  f k d i  wk (e1 ).
The system of equations (13) can be represented as a block diagram (Figure 1) describing the behavior of the residual
depending on occurring fault. On the diagram value of the fault arising in the DO presented in the form of the input signal,
and estimated value of the fault as an output.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of a diagnostic process relative to the mismatch vector e
To fulfill the condition e  0 for a fault of constant size, introducing of integration of the output signal of the open
circuit of diagnostic system (Figure 1) can be used:



wk (e1 )  ( wk * (e1 ))dt

In this case, the order of equation (13) increases by 1 and becomes k + 1.
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The next necessary condition to eliminate mismatch between the DO and the observer is to ensure the stability
of the observer. The transition process should be damped in time. Is known that for the stability of the system the real
parts of all roots of the characteristic equation must be less than 0.
Writing the system of equations (13) in the form of a differential equation we get:
(k )


f k d i  e k  wk  ek 1  w k 1  wk  ek  2  w
 w1( k 1)  ...  w (1) k 1  wk
k  2  wk 1  wk  e1

Accepting elements of the vector of feedback, except the k –th, proportional to the residual wi 

Ti
e1 ( i  1, k  1 ) it
T0

can be obtained:

f k d i  e1( k ) 

T
T1 ( k 1)
e1
 ...  k 1 e1(1)  ( wk * (e1 ))dt
T0
T0



By differentiating it can be obtained:

f k d i (1)  e1( k 1) 

T
T1 ( k )
e1  ...  k 1 e1( 2)  wk * (e1 )
T0
T0

(14)

As can be seen, in this equation there is no term with the first derivative of the residual. This is corresponds to
the presence of roots of the characteristic equation with real part above zero. To add a missing term in the equation
must be:
wk * (e1 ) 

Tk (1) 1
e1  e1.
T0
T0

(15)

Then, feedback wk(r) takes the form:



wk (e1 )  (

Tk (1) 1
T
1
e1 
e1 )dt  k e1 
e1dt
T0
T0
T0
T0



(16)

The equation (14) takes the form:
T0 f k d i (1)  T0e1( k 1)  T1e1( k )  ...  Tk 1e1( 2)  Tk e1(1)  e1.

(17)

Thus, after the introduction of this kind of feedback, residual e1 will tend to zero, after the completion of the transition
process, including in the event of faults. This will ensure the synchronization of state vectors of DO and observer.
4. Determination of values of faults
The next step of solving the problem is estimation of value of the desired fault. Since the introduction of the feedback
was able to arrange that , e  0 taking into account (12) it can be written:

0  ФLd  w (r ),
w ( r )  ФLd .
*
Thus, given the form of desired matrixes Ф and estimation of fault value d i can be found by the following method:

di* 

wk (e1 )
,
fk

(18)

where wk (e1 ) is element of the vector of feedback, fk is element of the ith column of the matrix ФL. In view of (15) it
can be obtained:
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di* 

1 Tk
1
( e1 
e1dt )
f k T0
T0



(19)

Given the fact that e1  0 , di fault can be found by integrating the residual e1 :
di* 

1
f k T0

 e dt.

(20)

1

Thus the output of the system of identification of faults after the of transient processes will be sought value di . The
required system performance can be achieved by selection of T0…Tk coefficients.
5. Example
Consider nonlinear DO of the third order, described by the following matrixes:

0 
0
 0 0.01
 0 
 0 0










1 0 0
F   0  1000 200 , G   0 , H  
, L   1 0 , B   5 sin( x2 ) .
0 0 1
0
 250 
0 1


5
 100 
0







In this example, the dimension of the output of the system is less than the dimension of the state vector. Thus, only the
value of x1 and x3 are observable and x2 is not observable. Suppose, it is required to build the observer to determine the
size of the fault d1, acting on 2nd equation of the system. The observer for the fault d 1, built with the help of LDA will
be described by the following matrix:

0
0 0


  1000 0 
 1
0
, Ф  
, G*   , B*  
C  1 0  , J  
*
*
.
2
 0
1000 0,01 0 
0
 0.05 sin(100 x2  100000x1 
Model (13) for this case will be:
e1  e2  w1 ,
e2  f 2 d i  w2 ,

where f2=0.01.
The equation(17) takes the form:
f k d i (1)  e1(3)  T1e1( 2)  T2e1(1)  e1.

The conducted research has shown at the synthesis of such observer of the third order is desirable to choose,
1
1
1
T0  ( Tc ) 3 , T1  3( Tc ) 2 , T2  3 Tc where Tc is a time at which output signal reaches 5% closeness of fault value.
9
9
9
If Tc  0.1 s. we obtain:
T0  1.372  10 6 , T1  3.7  10 4 , T2  0.033 ,

w1 

T
1
T1
e1 dt  24300e1  729000 e1 dt
e1  270e1 , w2  1 e1 
T0
T0
T0





To verify the functionality and effectiveness of the proposed method, the modeling of the synthesized observer was
carried out. Faults were simulated by introducing a d 1=10 (Figure 2) and d1=10sin(5t) (Figure 3) from t=5 s., to t=10 s.
and d2=5 , from t=3 s.
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Fig. 2. Output of observer at constant fault value

Fig. 3. Output of observer at variable fault value
As can be seen, the system accurately determines the presence or absence of a fault d1 and its value. In addition,
as required, fault d2 does not affect the determination of d1. Thus, the results of mathematical modeling is fully confirmed
the efficiency and high performance of the proposed method of synthesis of diagnostic observers for identification of
faults in nonlinear dynamic systems.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we considered new method of detection, localization and identification of values of faults of the
nonlinear dynamic systems. This method consists of applying of logic-dynamic approach for synthesis of diagnostic
observers, guaranteeing the independence of the detection and localization of possible faults and introducing of special
feedback for diagnostic observers, allowing identifying values of faults. The advantage of this method is the simplicity of
implementation and accuracy of the identification of faults. Efficiency of the proposed method of synthesis of diagnostic
observers for identification of faults in nonlinear dynamic systems was confirmed by the results of mathematical
modeling. The subject of further research will be application of the proposed method for synthesis of the fault
accommodation and failsafe control systems for such objects as industrial manipulators and underwater vehicles.
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